Automated analysis of hemoglobin variants using nanoLC-MS and customized databases.
Unambiguous analysis of hemoglobin variants is critical in the diagnosis of hemoglobinopathies. In diagnostic laboratories, alkaline gel electrophoresis and automated HPLC are used in identifying variants. In specific instances, comigration of hemoglobin variant bands in gel and coelution of different variants or elution of variants with unmatched library information in HPLC can result in ambiguities in interpretation. Hemoglobin variants mostly arise from point mutations leading to very high sequence homology between normal and variant hemoglobin. In addition, unavailability of a variant database compatible with proteomics data analysis software makes mass spectrometry based variant analysis very challenging. In the present study, we standardized a nanoLC-MS based method for variant analysis to achieve substantially high sequence coverage. We developed three hemoglobin variant databases, specific to three different proteolytic enzymes, compatible with proteomics search engine software. The above nanoLC-MS method and the compatibility of the customized databases were validated by analysis of a sickle hemoglobin variant. Six other hemoglobin variants were characterized wherein diagnosis reports based on conventional tools were ambiguous. The novelty of our method lies in its simplicity and accuracy of the analysis with minimal manual intervention. The presently described method may be used in the future for the routine hemoglobin variant diagnosis.